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Sammanfattning 
Den ökade funktionaliteten i bilindustrin under de senaste åren har orsakat ökad komplexitet i 

elektriska och elektroniska (E/E) system. Vanligtvis är funktionerna fördelade över olika 

elektroniska styrenheter (Electronic Control Units, ECU) och behovet av en stabil 

kommunikation mellan dem är stort. Kommunikationen i lastbilar mellan ECUs görs med 

"SAE J1939 standard" som kompletterar "Controller Area Network"(CAN)-protokollet. 

Vanligtvis utvecklas dessa enheter av flera tvärfunktionella grupper, som inte alltid följer 

liknande utvecklingsprocesser. Dessutom finns det kontextuella begränsningar som: inte alltid 

korrekt dokumenterade eller föråldrade resurser, bakåt kompatibilitet införandet av nya 

standarder (dvs. funktionella säkerhetsstandard ISO26262) och förändringar under de iterativa 

processer V-modellen, som alla resulterar i en slutprodukt långt från den ursprungliga 

modellen.  

Vi kommer i denna uppsats att introducera användandet av så kallad ”Architecture 

Recovery”-teknik (AR) för att extrahera och verifiera systemarkitektur från befintliga system . 

Det föreslås även vad man bör ha i åtanke vid utvecklingen av program i syfte att senare 

kunna tillämpa AR tekniker. En modulär verktygskedja har designats och består av en 

nätverksmodell på hög nivå, mönsterutvinning samt analysverktyg som är tillämpliga på 

andra möjliga system som studeras. En prototypimplementering har också utvecklats och 

testats under flera verkliga fallstudier. 

AR använder sig av information från redan implementerad källkod, och processen som 

använts stör inte den existerande funktionen i systemet. Vi har visat att sådana verktyg kan 

användas för att generera en pålitlig representation av systemets arkitektur och att det även 

ger säkrare fordon genom användandet av tekniker för arkitektur verifiering såsom: 

conformance (då man undersöker om den aktuella modellen möter kraven), correspondence 

(jämförelse mellan en tidigare definierad High-level Network Model och den Source Model 

som extraherats av verktyget) samt consistency (kontrollera samverkan mellan 

nätverksnoderna).  
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Abstract 
The increase in functionality in the automotive industry over the last years has caused an 

increased in complexity of the electrical and electronic (E/E) systems associated. Commonly, 

functionality is distributed over different Electronic Control Units (ECUs) and the need of a 

robust communication between them is paramount. In the heavy-duty truck industry 

communication between ECUs is done using the SAE J1939 standard, which complements 

the Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol. Usually, these units are developed by multiple 

cross functional teams which not always follow similar developing processes. Additionally 

there are contextual constraints like: not properly documented or outdated resources, 

backward compatibility, introduction of new standards (i.e. functional safety standard 

ISO26262) and changes over the iterative processes of the V-model, which all result in a final 

product far from the original model.  

In this thesis we introduce the use of architecture recovery (AR) techniques, for extraction and 

verification of system architecture in existing systems. We have also proposed suggestions 

that can be considered when implementing software in order to apply AR techniques to. The 

tool chain designed is modular consisting of a high-level network model and extraction 

patterns and analysis tools which are applicable to other possible systems under study. A 

prototypical tool-chain was also developed and tested throughout several real case studies. 

AR utilizes information obtained from already implemented source code, using a non-

disruptive complementary process to obtain precise and trustworthy knowledge about the 

system. We have verified that such a tool can be used to generate a suitable architectural 

representation of the system and even provide for safer vehicles by the use of architecture 

verification techniques such as: conformance (examining if the model under examination 

meets specifications), correspondence (comparison between a previously defined High-level 

Network Model and the Source Model extracted by the tool) and consistency (defined over 

the whole distributed system to check interoperability of network nodes). 

Key words:  Engineering, Architecture Recovery, ISO26262, CAN, J1939. 
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Part I: REPORT CONTENT & WORK DISTRIBUTION 
In this short section it is described in a brief manner the subject, contents and work division 
of the whole project. In this way the reader can have a good overview of the report before 
starting to read it in detail. 

1. Subject and purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to try and apply Architecture Recovery (AR) techniques to the 

domain of  automobile industry, more specifically heavy-duty vehicles. Within this approach 

we will focus on the CAN and the SAE J1939 higher layer implementation. We will aim to 

answer questions like: 

 What are the challenges when applying AR techniques to already implemented code 

from different ECUs (developed at different departments) of a same vehicle. 

 What kind of analysis can be further done once the relevant CAN information is 

extracted. 

 How can we use this approach to study the implications of the safety standard 

ISO26262 in the system. 

2. Contents 

This section introduces a very brief description of the contents of the report to have a clear 

overview of how the report is divided and what topics are covered: shown graphically in 

Figure I-1 and as a brief bullet point list: 

 

1. Introduction 

 Context and background description of the problem. 

2. Motivation 

 

3. Delimitations 

 

4. Frame of reference 
Research and related information done by others in aspects as Architecture 

Recovery in automotive industry and static code analysis. 

5. Method and Implementation 

Description of the tool chain used and other sources of information from an 

abstract point of view. No specific case details are described here. 

6. Case study: Scania’s Implementation 

This section grounds the description performed in chapter 3 (Method and 

Implementation) for a specific case study performed in Scania. In addition a 

comparison for two different architectural approaches done in Scania are 

compared and also the case study of a specific CAN signal. 

7. Results 

Analysis of results obtained and challenges faced. 

8. Discussion and Conclusions 

Suggestions over possible changes, improvements and challenges faced over the 

project. 

9. Recommendation and Future Work 

 

10. References 
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11. Appendix 

An approach to try and cover the most relevant aspects of the ISO 26262 requirement 

definition, assumptions and allocation to the CAN bus communication interface 

architecture. 

 

 

Considering that our work was sponsored by the company Scania CV AB we were asked to 

sign a confidentiality agreement with the company before starting our work. As a 

consequence our report was reviewed by a Scania representative and we were asked to 

remove company’s protected information for the public version of our report. 

The removed sections are noted by the “Removed from the report due to confidentiality 

agreement with Scania” sentence. 
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Figure  I-1: Report content graphical representation. 

The main core of the report is found boxed under the blue background at Figure I-2. Sections 

in pink describe or conclude about the report and its contents, such as this section, conclusion 

and future work. Greyed parts are formal and important sections for a correct reading and 
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understanding of the report. Note that this section includes some work done relevant to the 

requirement description of the ISO 26262 standard which was interesting to include and 

although it used resources and knowledge obtained when performing the main work of the 

project, might be seen out of context and can confuse the reader. For that reason we decided 

to include it in the appendix. 

 

Each of the left sections are described with a second level of detail. The blue section of the 

introduction is mainly divided into three sections: Background, Motivation and Delimitation. 

In green is the Results sections for three main types of analysis done. In orange, the frame of 

reference over the main core activities which are colour coded in yellow. 

 

The yellow, and main section of the work produced and described is divided into three 

sections: an introductory description of the Tool Chain and two uses of it; Implementation 

into Scania and a short case study of a Change Request for a given and specific signal. 

3. Work Division 

When writing the report, each of us reviewed the contents written by the other in order to not 

only correct any grammar and style issues but also to agree with its contents and focus the 

chapter or section 

Below are described what sections each of us were mainly responsible for, yet again a lot of 

work was done after the first draft and some sections where discussed and altered in common. 

 

Juan Greco: 

Part I 

Part II: 1.4-1.6 

Part III: 1.3, 1.4 

Part V: 2 

Part VI: 1.2.1, 1.3.1-1.3.3 

Part VII: 1.2, 3 

Parts VIII, IX and XIII 

 

Behrooz Mokhtari: 

Part II: 1.1-1.3 

Part III: all, except 1.3, 1.4 

Part IV 

Part V: 1  

Part VI: 1.1, 1.2.1, 1.3.4 

Part VII: 1.1, 1.3, 2 

 

We both discussed and wrote the whole of parts VIII and IX. 

 

Our work, together with the work of several other master students, was carried out as part of a 

large project within Scania, called ESPRESSO project. All student teams within the project 

shared a common working area and had very close interaction with each other throughout the 

project. We had closer collaboration with students O. Molin, O. Chammam, and A. Zamouche 

due to the dependencies our work had on each other.  
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Part II: INTRODUCTION 

It is now widely recognized that reasoning about software at the architectural level has the 

potential to improve many aspects of the software development process, from early detection 

of inconsistencies and undesired properties, prior to implementation, to better management, 

evolution, and reuse[1]. In practice however, this potential is far from being fulfilled [2]. One 

simple reason is that current programming techniques are limited to support architecture-

centric software development [3]. The main problem lies in the fact that software development 

is constrained by existing systems whose architectures are seldom documented properly. All 

too often, up-to-date architectural information about an existing system has to be recovered 

directly from the system’s implemented artefacts—a very demanding process commonly 

referred to as architecture recovery [4]. Effective architecture recovery approaches are 

expected to play a key role in fulfilling the promises of software architecture research into 

practice. The case studies demonstrate that our approach and tools can be applied to real-life 

problems and have the flexibility to adapt to different software architectures and coding styles 

common in nowadays distributed software systems. 

1. About Scania 

A. Overview 
Scania AB is a world-leading manufacturer of heavy-duty trucks, buses and industrial and 

marine engines. Beginning from Södertälje, Sweden in 1891, Scania now has production 

facilities in Sweden, France, Netherlands, Argentina, Brazil, Poland, Russia and sales and 

service offices in more than 100 countries. The company employs a total of approximately 

5800 people in its head office in Södertälje, 3300 of which are working in research and 

development operations [5]. 

Scania’s centre of attention is on delivering optimized heavy-duty trucks and buses, engines 

and services to its customers and thereby providing the best profitability for customers 

throughout the life cycle of its products.  

Scania introduced the concept of modularity to its vehicles as early as 1939, giving its 

customers higher number of choices and satisfaction. Scania modular system at the moment is 

divided into four main groups of modules: cabs, engines, transmissions and chassis. 

Customers have the freedom to combine modules from different groups and form customised 

vehicles [6]. 

 

 
Figure II-1: Scania Modular System, divided modules into four main groups of cabs, engines, transmission and 

chassis [7]. 
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B. Philosophy 
Scania has a holistic philosophy and focuses on methods rather than results [7]. Scania 

believes that results will come as a consequence of concentrating on principles and methods 

and doing the right thing. Elimination of all forms of waste for example in a principle through 

which Scania ensure that all deliveries meet customer expectations. 

In Scania’s belief system, continuous improvement in an integral part of being successful [7]. 

 

 

 
Figure II-2: Scania's R730 Truck and V8 Engine. 

C. Research and Development 
In Scania, product development is a cross-functional process iterated four times a year with 

customer needs in focus. This process is consisted of three sub-processes: yellow arrow, green 

arrow and red arrow. 

The yellow arrow process is pre-development and focuses on explorations of business 

possibilities and technical solutions. The green arrow process is continuous introduction and 

the accepted and successful project ideas are implemented. The red arrow process deals with 

maintenance and updates of the current product range. 

Scania’s product development process is designed to enable products with the right quality 

emerge within the approved cost framework and at the right time. 

D. Organizational Structure 
Research and Development is carried out via three independent departments in Scania. The N 

department which is focused on power-train development, the R department which is 

dedicated to truck, cab and bus chassis development and the Y department which is focused 

on vehicle definition and product quality. 

During our work in Scania, we were hosted by a department within the R department called 

the REP department. The goal of REP department is stated as: “Through internal and external 

research and predevelopment, deliver knowledge on how new technologies and practices can 

be used in the development of the power system to improve the Scania product features”. 

The two other departments that will be discussed during this report are the NE and RE 

departments. The NE department, positioned within the N department, is dedicated to power 
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train control and system development. The RE department, positioned within the R 

department is dedicated to systems development. 

 

 
Figure II-3: The organizational chart of Research and Development in Scania. 

 

2. Electrical System in a Vehicle 

A. Overview 
An Electronic Control Unit (ECU) is an electronic device that implements and controls a set of 

functionalities within a vehicle. Each vehicle is consisted of several ECUs connected with each 

other. The communication between different ECUs is done through a Controller Area Network 

(CAN) in Scania. In all Scania vehicles, three CAN networks are present, which are colour coded 

based on their criticality: Red, is the most critical CAN bus, yellow, is the medium critical CAN 

bus and green is the lowest critical CAN bus. Figure II-4 illustrates an imaginary CAN network 

of a Scania vehicle [8]. 

 

 

Figure II-4: CAN-buses in a Scania vehicle [9]. 

 

Electrical and Electronic (E/E) systems in vehicles have expanded and become more complex 

since early 1970s starting with electronic ignition and electronic voltage regulator[10]. Today, 
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small cars employ around 30 ECUs and high-end luxury cars use around 80 ECUs to 

implement their promised functionalities[10]. It is all right to envision the use of even more 

number of ECUs in a vehicle to handle the expanding market demands. At the same time that 

more luxurious functions are brought to a vehicle, the complexity of E/E systems within the 

vehicle increases, making it even more difficult to analyse a particular function and verify its 

safety. 

B. Complexity of Vehicles, and its consequences  
As mentioned earlier, new functionalities in emerging areas such as vehicle dynamics control, 

driver assistance, remote diagnostics, etc. increasingly make the vehicles more and more 

complex. Development and integration of these complex functionalities often require very 

complex development processes in order to satisfy customer’s needs, functional and 

functional safety requirements. These development processes are regularly carried out via 

large cross-functional teams distributed over different countries. 

These teams need to be able to work quickly and effectively. Information should easily 

circulate among stakeholders, designers and testers. The traditional document-based approach 

is considered as limitation because of its reliance on natural language or graphical figures[10]. 

It is very hard to analyse the traceability and consistency between requirements and system 

design using document-based approach due to the overwhelming number of documents and 

connections between them. Additionally, document-based models often get outdated more 

easily, due to the different personal preferences in the project and the fact that it is very hard 

to keep track of the connection between documents and implementation. The later reasoning 

is illustrated in Figure II-5. The outdated model implies the inconsistency between model and 

implementation. 

 

 

 
Figure II-5: Complexity increase consequences. 

 

One of the approaches that can be adopted to overcome the outdated model problem is model 

recovery. The recovered model can be used to verify the implementation using a proper 

mapping with specification. 

Due to the broadness and complexity of this approach, we only investigate about the software 

communication layer and network architecture recovery of J1939 protocol. Before discussing 
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more about network architecture recovery, we need to bring to mind other concepts such as 

software architecture in general, software architecture reconstruction and CAN and J1939 

communication protocols. 

 

3. Software Architecture 

A. Overview 
Software architecture is high-level shared mental model of a system [11]. Software 

architecture plays a fundamental role as a bridge between requirements and implementation 

via reducing the amount of complexity [12]. According to Garlan [12], software architecture 

plays an important role in at least six aspects of software development: understanding, reuse, 

construction, evolution, analysis and management, by allowing the stakeholder to reason 

architecturally about a software. 

Software architecture is therefore important for software development. As mentioned in 

previous section, software applications continually evolve and grow [13]; and as a software 

application evolves and grows, so does its architecture. As a result, the conceptual 

architecture often becomes outdated and inaccurate with respect to the implementation. 

B. Software architecture reconstruction 
Software Architecture Reconstruction (SAR) is a reverse engineering approach that is 

intended to reconstructing and recover workable architectural views of a software application. 

The terms reverse architecting, architecture extraction, mining, recovery or discovery are also 

used to refer to SAR[14]. 

 

4. CAN communication 

4.1 Introduction 

Controller Area Network (CAN) is a communication protocol originally developed in 1983 by 

the German automotive supplier Robert Bosch GmbH. It was initially designed to fulfil the 

requirements of automotive engineers had at that time by making automobiles more reliable, 

safer and more fuel efficient, at the same time it reduced the amount of wires used [15]. 

Although it was originally created for the automobile industry, CAN communication protocol 

has become popular in other applications, as medical or test equipment, where networked 

solutions brings attractive benefits for complex embedded systems[16]. 

4.2 Overview 
As many communication protocols, CAN protocol partially follows the layered approach 

created by the International Standards Organization (ISO) named Open Systems 

Interconnection (OSI) Network Layering Reference Model, see Figure II-6. More precisely, it 

only implements partially the two lower layers: Physical Layer and Data Link Layer. The 

model left out on purpose the specification of the communication medium, giving more 

freedom to designers, but more interoperability concerns also. 

 

The Physical Layer implementation is based on the following requirements[17]: 

 All nodes synchronize at bit level in case of transmission. 

 All nodes agree on the logical and electrical values shared within the bus. 

 All nodes follow the arbitration mechanism (explained further on). 
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With the aim of solving interoperability problems, the ISO and Society of Automotive 

Engineers (SAE) defined further protocols imposing limitations on the communication 

medium. For instance, the standard SAE-J1939, used in the heavy-duty truck industry is such 

an example and the one used by Scania AB CV and therefore explained further on. 

A great advantage CAN protocol has over other network protocols is the fact that is message 

based and not address based. This means that every node from the same network will receive 

every message transmitted on the bus, and it will only be afterwards that they decide to keep it 

or discard it based on the CAN Identifier (CAN ID), without the use of addresses. This also 

makes the network configuration incredibly simpler and adding a node doesn’t require any 

additional configuration. 

 

Figure II-6: ISO/OSI Network Layered Reference Model [8] 

 

Anyway we will see that this concept changes a bit with the introduction of higher layers of 

ISO/OSI reference model. 

4.3 Protocol Basics 

A. Arbitration 
 

Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD)[18] is a communication 

protocol used when multiple nodes share the same medium to communicate. This is exactly 

what happens in the CAN protocol, hence used by it. It means, that every node must first 

“sense”, i.e. read the bus, and wait for a period of no activity in other to start the message 

transmission. Once this period of time is over, all nodes have equal chance to transmit 

information. For this reason, there must be a Collision Detection (CD) addition to the 

protocol. Each node is constantly “listening” the network, even when transmitting 

information. In this way if two nodes happen to used the network at the same time, both of 

them will be aware of the collision and take the appropriate action. 
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The CAN protocol uses a non-destructive bitwise arbitration method [16]. This means that 

after the arbitration process is complete, the message with highest priority remains intact and 

unaffected by delay. In order to use this method two conditions must be fulfilled: 

 Each binary logical states must be either dominant or recessive. 

 Every node must monitor the network even when transmitting. 

As a result, when two nodes send a message simultaneously, the node which sent a messages 

with more “dominant” bits, will persist and be transmitted. For this reason, there is a field 

within the message definition which determines the priority. Dominant bits will always 

overwrite recessive ones, hence the lower the Message Identifier, the higher the priority. CAN 

defines the logic state low to be dominant over the logic state high. 

 

The logic which CAN follows for dominant and recessive states is inverted; meaning that a 

logic high is associated with a zero and a logic low is associated with a one. This can be 

clearly seen in Figure II-7: The inverted logic of CAN Bus  shown below. 

 

 
Figure II-7: The inverted logic of CAN Bus [19]. 

In case of conflict, the message with highest priority will prevail and succeed to be 

transmitted. Other messages that couldn’t be transmitted will wait for a given period of time 

to try again. 

 

 

Arbitration example: 

Lets imagine a network which consists of two nodes: B and C. Both nodes happen to share the 

same bus and start transmitting information at the same time. 

 

The arbitration method will prevent from both nodes to clash and only one of them could use 

the shared resource, the bus at a time. As seen in Figure II-8: Arbitration on a CAN Bus 

example . and since both nodes happen to monitor the bus constantly, only one of the nodes 

“wins” the arbitration algorithm, in this case node C, continuing to transfer information. This 

is mainly due to the fact that node B’s recessive bits are overwritten by node C. At the 

moment B monitors that the actual output and the bus logic is different it stops transmitting 

and attempts once the bus is free again. 
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Figure II-8: Arbitration on a CAN Bus example [19]. 

B. Message Format 
There are two message formats used in CAN: standard and extended. The former uses a 11-bit 

identifier (Figure II-9:  Standard CAN with 11-bit identifier) while the later uses a 29-bit 

identifier (Figure II-10). It is this last one which the standard SAE-J1939 also follows. 

 

 
Figure II-9:  Standard CAN with 11-bit identifier [19] 

Each of the fields found in Figure 6 are described below [20]: 

 SOF: Start of Frame bit. Used to synchronize the nodes of the network after idle state. 

 Identifier: in this case the standard 11-bit version. Used for prioritization matters and 

to identify possible receivers. 

 RTR: Remote Transmission Request. This bit is set to dominant when information is 

required by another node. 

 IDE: Identifier Extension. Bit denoting that no extension is being transmitted. 

 R0: reserved bit. 

 DLC: Data Length Code. Four bits containing the number of bytes in the data field. 

 Data: up to 64 bits of application data is permitted in a single message. 

 CRC: Cyclic Redundancy Check. Checksum of 16bits used for data error detection. 

 ACK: acknowledge 2bit field. Every node receiving an accurate message overwrites 

this recessive bit in the original message with a dominant bit, indicating that an no 

error has been detected within the message has been received. 

 EOF: End-of-Frame 7bit field. Marks the end of the CAN message and disables bit-

stuffing, indicating an error when dominant. In the case that five consecutive bits have 

the same logic state during normal operation, a bit with the opposite logic is “stuffed” 

into the data. 

 IFS: Inter-Frame Space 7bit field. Indicates the amount of time required by the 

controller to move a received message to its correct position in the buffer. 
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Figure II-10: Extended CAN with 29-bit identifier [19] 

The extended CAN frame version is graphically described in Figure 7, found above. There are 

minor differences apart from a longer identifier, these are [20]: 

 SRR: Substitute Remote Request bit. Replaces the RTR bit in the standard CAN 

frame format, as a placeholder. 

 IDE: Identifier Extension indicates that there are 18 more bits to follow. 

 R1: Just after RTR and before R0. This is an additional reserve bit included ahead 

DLC. 

5. Higher-Level Protocols: J1939 

5.1 Overview 

The SAE developed the J1939 standard to complete the CAN protocol and to be used in 

industries ranging from agriculture, construction, forestry and other off-highway heavy-load 

machinery to trucks and military vehicles. This standard covers specifications regarding 

higher layer of the reference ISO/OSI model which CAN doesn’t cover, giving a more 

specific application rather the general point of view of CAN. 

 

The J1939 standard takes full advantage of all CAN features such as: 

 Very high reliability 

 Collision free and bus arbitration methods 

 Fault confinement and error detection techniques 

As it can be observed in Figure II-11: ISO/OSI reference models. To the left the CAN 

specification, to the right the J1939 specifications ., J1939 complements CAN at all levels 

from 1 to 7, being one the closest to the physical layer and seven the application layer with 

respect to the OSI/ICO reference model. 

 
Figure II-11: ISO/OSI reference models. To the left the CAN specification, to the right the J1939 specifications [21]. 
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Notice that SAE J1939 it’s a standard collection by itself. Each of the parts of the standard is 

numbered after the layer it belongs to in the reference model and by another number (seen as 

an “x” in the Figure II-11: ISO/OSI reference models. To the left the CAN specification, to 

the right the J1939 specifications .) which determines a specific standard part. For example, 

J1939-71 is the “Vehicle Application Layer”, J1939-73 is the “Application Layer – 

Diagnostics”, J1939-74 “Application – Configurable Messaging”, etc. Companies may adopt 

only some parts of the standard which best fits their interests and Scania is no exception. 

5.2 J1939 vs. CAN: Message Format 
In order to understand J1939, we must first study what are the main differences between both 

protocols and how do they complement. 

 

In the same way CAN is based on the CAN ID, J1939 is based around the Parameter Group 

Number (PGN). The PGN is referred as a group of parameters within the 29bit identifier of 

the J1939 standard. This is a 29bit identifier, replaces the 11bit identifier and its 18bit 

extension from CAN. Both, CAN and J1939 identifiers can be compared visually in Figure 

shown below. 

 

 
Figure II-12: Header message format comparison between CAN (upper row) and J1939 (lower row) [22]. 

 

As it can be seen, J1939 offers a more detailed description of the identifier. This header 

consists of the following components: 

 Priority: Three bit field used for arbitration purposes; being ‘000’ the highest priority 

and ‘111’ the lowest. 

 Reserved: reserved bit for further purposes; should be set to zero when transmitting 

messages. 

 Data Page: One bit field that defines the data page (first or second) the message is 

defined. Currently this bit is always set to zero, and it’s purpose will be used in 

expansion versions. 

 Protocol Data Unit (PDU) Format (PF): Eight bit field that determines the format of 

the message. When the value of this field ranges from 0 to 239 inclusive, the message 

is considered PDU 1 and therefore sent to specific addresses. If the value is higher, i.e. 

between 240 and 255 inclusive, the message is considered PDU 2 and are broadcast to 

the whole network. 

 PDU Specific (PS): Eight bit field whose content depends on what PDU type is 

defined in the PF field. In the case of PDU 1, this field is the Destination Address 

(DA), in case of PDU1, this field represents the Group Extension (GE). 

 Source Address (SA): Eight bit field representing the address of the sending CAN 

node. 
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5.3 PGNs and SPNs 
The Parameter Group Number or PGN is a three byte filed that uniquely identifies the 

message purpose. This is a subfield within the CAN ID formed by the priority, extended data 

page, data page, PF and PS. 

 

The Suspect Parameter Number or SPN is a 19bit number which is assigned to each parameter 

of a parameter group or component. Used for diagnostic purposes to report and identify 

abnormal operation. 

 

The relation between both parameters in a CAN message can be seen in Figure II-13: 

Graphical representation of the relation between PGN and SPN in a CAN message . 

 

 

 

Figure II-13: Graphical representation of the relation between PGN and SPN in a CAN message [21]. 

 

As it can be seen SPNs are parameters that belong to the data field of the CAN message. 

There are two ranges of possible values for SPNs available in the standard: from the whole 

range of possibilities from 0 to 524287 the range that goes from 520192 to 524287 is 

proprietary. 

 

Example: 

This is a typical example of a PGN and its corresponding SPNs [21],[23]: 

  
Name: Engine Temperature 1 – ET1 

Transmission rate: 1s 

Data length: 8 bytes 

Extended Data Page: 0 

Data page: 0 

PDU format: 254 

PDU specific: 238 

PGN: 65262 (0x00FEEE) 

  

Description of data   SPN 
Byte: 1 Engine Coolant Temperature 110 

 2 Engine Fuel Temperature 1 174 

 3,4 Engine Oil Temperature 1 175 

 5,6 Engine Turbocharger Oil Temperature 176 

 7 Engine Intercooler Temperature 52 

 8 Engine Intercooler Thermostat Opening 1134 
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The possible ranges that the PGNs can have, depends who assigned the value (the 

manufacturer or SAE) and the type of PDU (type 1 or 2). A detailed description is described 

in the table below: 

 

DP PGN range (hex) Number of PGNs SAE or MF PDU type 

0 000000 - 00EE00 239 SAE PDU1 (p2p) 

0 00EF00 1 MF PDU1 (p2p) 

0 00F000 – 00FEFF 3840 SAE PDU2 (broadcast) 

0 00FF00 – 00FFFF 256 MF PDU2 (broadcast) 

1 010000 – 01EE00 239 SAE PDU1 (p2p) 

1 01EF00 1 MF PDU1 (p2p) 

1 01F000 – 01FEFF 3840 SAE PDU2 (broadcast) 

1 01FF00 – 01FFFF 256 MF PDU2 (broadcast) 

Table II-1: PGN detailed range description [21]. Note MF stands for Manufacturer. 

5.4 Scania implementation 

A. Scania CAN J1939 implementation 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

B. Design rules and guidelines 
On top of standards, companies tend to define design rules and guidelines based on their 

particular use of communication protocols in order to limit the rise of faults and facilitate 

maintenance of their software.  

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 
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6. Alternative Technologies to CAN 

 

Although CAN is a communication protocol which has increased in popularity over the years 

and has been implemented in many industries other than the automobile, there has been clear 

alternatives developed in parallel. These have different characteristics, for example data 

transfer with different levels of robustness and therefore different cost too. As we can observe 

in the Figure II-1 II-1: Alternative technologies to CAN communication protocol using 

relative cost per node and data rate as metrics for comparison .. 

 

There are two main groups of communication protocols used depending on if they are for 

control applications or multimedia. CAN relies on a fairly good balance between cost and data 

rate, also offering different options that follow the same protocol for higher or lower data 

rates. This and the fact that the physical layer and other higher ISO/OSI reference layers are 

complemented by third party standards, which leaves CAN a reliable but flexible protocol, 

has raised is popularity over the time. 

 

 
Figure II-1 II-1: Alternative technologies to CAN communication protocol using relative cost per node and data rate 

as metrics for comparison [19]. 
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Part III: Motivation 

The complexity of software systems in automotive industry is constantly increasing to satisfy 

the desire of having an increase in reliability, availability, safety, failure management and 

maintainability in vehicles. For large and complex systems, it is very important to understand 

the structural aspects of the system’s architecture rather than understanding every single 

algorithm or component. For this purpose, many tools are developed to manage high-level 

abstractions of software architecture systems, which help software engineers understand 

existing software systems in terms of high-level models [24]. 

Software systems in automotive industry consist of large legacy software systems, which have 

went over many reengineering and maintenance iterations over time. The resulting software 

architectures, if available at all, are incomplete, inconsistent and ambiguous, hence 

architecture recovery techniques are the only solution. 

1. Challenges resulted by an incomplete software 
architecture 

Failing in recovering a complete, consistent and unambiguous software architecture rises new 

challenges in the area of automotive industry which can be solved with the aid of AR 

techniques. Different areas or categories are exposed below: 

1.1 Standard revision and implementation 

Lack of a complete, consistent and unambiguous architectural models, has made the 

compliance of customer requirements and other requirements imposed by standards, such as 

ISO26262, unnecessarily difficult [24]. 

 

The compliance of the ISO 26262 standard requires the revision and adaptation of the whole 

production process. This involves product development at the software level (ISO 26262-6 

[25]), which according to the standard covers the following relevant points: 

 

 requirements for initiation of product development at the software level,  

 specification of the software safety requirements,  

 software architectural design,  

 software unit design and implementation,  

 software unit testing,  

 software integration and testing, and  

 verification of software safety requirements. 

 

As described previously, there is a clear need for architectural models and understanding in 

order to be able to perform the Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment and it’s following 

safety goals and requirements and system allocation. Our work could be used to achieve this 

tasks as it is shown further on. 

1.2 Reengineering 

From all the lifecycle of software development, the maintenance stage is the most difficult. 

This is often due to the fact of a poor or limited understanding of the system’s structure and 

design and the commercial pressure behind [26]. In addition, way too often systems which 

need maintenance are of high complexity and have a high reliance on legacy systems.    
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 A study performed by Y. Kanellopoulos and C. Tjortjis reveals that lack of a deep 

understanding of the system during the code modification process, results in a 50% to 90% 

increase in the code complexity and deterioration of modularity. This is mostly because the 

modifications are done in a fast and unplanned fashion [26]. This is a frequent case in large 

organization with many cross-functional teams working together on large systems. 

Software systems in automotive industry can be considered as distributed systems, since they 

are formed by several ECUs (or nodes) which are interconnected by network buses (mostly 

CAN), with no centralized unit. As a result, a small change in a network node could have 

consequences on all other network nodes. This increases the maintenance and reengineering 

process complexity. Before doing any change in a node’s functionality, an investigation about 

the possible consequences of that effect on the network nodes is mandatory.  

1.3 Consistency 
According to the Collins dictionary consistency is the “agreement or harmony between parts 

of something complex; compatibility”. In our case the use Architecture Recovery is 

compulsory since, we will like to be able to perform a consistency analysis between what is 

expected by the company specifications and the actual implementation extracted from the 

code. Specifications are defined by the architectural department (REPA in Scania) but not 

implemented by them, but by each department in charge of their specific unit. Each ECU will 

normally be developed by different departments and therefore follow different styles and 

architectures.  

1.4 Conformance 

CAN is a communication protocol and as such it follows strict and precisely defined rules. 

We have also seen at sections Part II:5 and Part II:5.4, that additional layers (as J1939) are 

used, but sometimes only some sections of this standard are followed by companies, like in 

the case of Scania. In addition internal guidelines and rules are specified by the company, and 

defined for their own compatibility reasons with internal and external equipment. Some of 

these rules affect how different ECUs communicate and the architecture defined behind. For 

such reason, again Architecture Recovery techniques are needed and used, as it will be proven 

in this project. 

 

1.5 System Understanding 

Large and complex software systems are often developed and managed by number of cross-

functional teams which are concentrated on different areas of the software system, This 

implies that the stakeholders never have a thorough understanding over the whole software 

system. However, current and new team members often need to improve an accurate 

understanding about a sub-system very quickly. 

2. Domain-specific architecture recovery 

Software architecture recovery is an expensive and time consuming process [27], and it  

should bare some extent of scaling[28]. Additionally, it is applied to large, complex and long-

living systems, where often languages and technologies used are heterogeneous and 

sometimes interleaved [36], which makes it extra challenging to work with. 

It is therefore why one would benefit greatly by using a recovery process that best suits to a 

particular domain, a particular type of system [27], in our case the embedded software of 

automobile industry. 
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Part IV: Delimitations 

Given the limited resources of time, knowledge and manpower, some delimitations must be 

applied to try and obtain a successful study. These are briefly presented below. 

 

1. Only static analysis 

The nature of software analysis raises the questions of whether dynamic information should 

be extracted as the system is running, and then how do behavioural aspects appear in the 

architecture[28]. But due to the increase complexity coming with dynamic analysis, our work 

is only centred on static analysis, which is sufficiently enough complex in itself. 

2. Only for CAN communication protocol 

We will focus only in the software related to CAN and J1939 communication protocol. This is 

a key aspect that affects all the ECUs in a vehicle and which surprisingly there is no specific 

department that takes care of this aspect in Scania. This means that investigations had to be 

done contacting numerous employees from many different departments. 

3. Case study only in Scania 

Given that our thesis work takes place in Scania, it is natural to perform the study only for this 

case. 
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Part V: FRAME OF REFERENCE 

This chapter described the relevant related studies or technologies which have a similar or 

close relation the work covered in this project. This includes two main sections: AR applied to 

automobile industry and Static Analysis. 

1. Architecture Recovery related activities in automotive 
industry 

Architecture recovery processes consider that both the problem domain and the supporting 

computing infrastructure change over time. Svetinovic & Godfrey, 2003 [29] present a 

systematic approach for architecture recovery of small to mid-sized software systems that 

helps developers in creating and maintaining software architecture models; it is based on the 

PBS tool, which uses an architecture recovery approach and goal-based requirements 

engineering theory. They also put a particular emphasis on the recovery of architecture 

rational to answer why architecture was designed or has drifted in a particular way. Their goal 

has been “to lay out a theoretical background for the recovery process and clearly define the 

constraints to be satisfied” [29]. 

 

In another interesting work completed by Ivkovic & Godfrey, 2003 [27] they investigate 

about architecture analysis and recovery processes in long-lived systems within a well 

understood application domain, and conclude that “the costs for performing detailed 

architecture recovery may be amortized over several generations of the system” [27]. This can 

be achieved by proposing a systematic approach for organizing application domain 

knowledge into a unified structure called the Architectural Domain Assets Set (ADAS). Their 

initial experiences in using ADAS suggested that “it brings needed focus to the recovery 

process and provided assistance to domain-specific architecture recovery” [27]. 

 

Another very interesting work is done by Murphy, Notkin, & Sullivan, 1995 [30] where they 

focus on the gap between source code and high-level models. In their approach, an engineer 

defines a high-level model and specifies how the model maps to the source code; a tool then 

computes a software reflection model that shows where the engineer’s high-level model 

agrees with and differs from a model of the source code. The strength of Murphy et al, 1995 

[30] work, which makes it interesting, is their special attention to software engineers and their 

way of using software models. They discuss that models generated by reverse engineering 

systems although accurate, differ from the models sketched by engineers and their intuitive 

way of model usage. By using a reflexion
1
 model they try to obtain a different view of a 

software system source model from a particular high-level model view-point. 

 

Koschke & Simon, [31] have carried Murphy et al, 1995 [30] work one step further by 

introducing hierarchical architecture models which enables the approach to be applied to 

larger systems that are decomposed into hierarchical subsystems. 

 

To solve the scalability issue of the reflexion model technique, which is due to the 

requirement for developers to provide a mapping between implementation entities and high-

level modules, Bittencourt, de Souza Santos, Serey Guerrero, & Murphy, 2010 [32] have 

                                                 
1
 The old English spelling differentiates discussed use of “reflexion” from the field of reflective computing [30]  
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propose approaches to automatically produce mappings using structural dependencies and 

information retrieval mapping functions. 

2. Static analysis 

Even though there are many different kinds of analysis related with the CAN communication 

protocol, most of the effort is done over dynamic analysis: effect of aperiodic traffic in 

response times [33], schedulability hardware limitations [34], [35], consequences of 

transistent perturbations [36] and worst-case response time analysis [37]. In the same way 

there is a great research area of static code analysis but not applied to the CAN 

communication protocol. Anyhow the related work presented below must be considered since 

each of the individual studies contributes partially to our work as inspiration or reference. 

2.1 Code conformance 
The Testing and Test Control Notation (TTCN-3) is a test implementation language 

developed at the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and also the only 

standardized test specification language, also adopted by the International Telecommunication 

Union (ITU) that supports black-box testing. TTCN-3 is suited for a variety of domains which 

include the Automotive industry; among them Automotive Open System Architecture 

AUTOSAR, Media Oriented Systems Transport (MOST) and CAN. They claim that it is 

possible to create several test environments including [38]: 

 

 Dynamic concurrent testing configurations. 

 Synchronous and asynchronous communication mechanisms. 

 Encoding information and other attributes (including user extensibility). 

 Data and signature templates with powerful matching mechanisms. 

 Test verdict mechanisms. 

 Test suite parameterization and test case selection mechanisms. 

 Harmonized with other programming languages. 

 Well-defined syntax, interchange format and static semantics. 

 Optional presentation formats (textual, graphical, tabular). 

 Precise execution algorithm (operational semantics). 

 Test suite and test system control. 

 

2.2 ISO 26262 Compliance 
There are a number of tools which claim to perform static code analysis to see if the code 

implemented is compliant with ISO 26262 standard, as for example CodeSonar and 

CodeSurfer from GrammaTech [39]. Note that this tools are not related with the fact that the 

ISO 26262 standard requires tools to be conformant with the standard if used to generate code 

which will be then implemented in a system that must conform the standard. The tools 

mentioned here will inspect “already implemented” code. Normally they will check aspects 

related with design and style coding addressed at Table1 ISO 26262-6:5.4.6, and other 

architectural, design and coding principles as stated at ISO 26262-4:7.4.3 and -4:7.4.3.5. 

2.3 CAN data decoding 
There are some interesting investigations which apply reverse engineering techniques to CAN 

implemented products due to different reasons. An interesting investigation done by T. 

Hermans et al [40], tries to decode CAN data to analyse the system behaviour and prevent the 

possibility from running pre-programmed test routines to be executed during normal 
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operation. To do this, they performed a deep reverse engineering study to decode messages 

directly from bit level with the aid of CAN analyzing tools available in the market, applying 

both, bottom-up and top-down approaches. The research suggests the use of standardized 

CAN identifiers to avoid this issue, as done with heavy-duty vehicles. 

 

Another similar study completed by Huaqun Guo et al [41] also decodes CAN data with the 

purpose of having direct access to executing CAN information from the automobile in order 

to be able to implement additional functionality. This was done using an own designed GUI in 

to help the user simulate with only some clicks an enhanced experience. The final goal of the 

research was to be able to do this autonomously without the intervention of the user, 

communicating vehicles directly between themselves. This will have the potential to increase 

functionality and safety.  

 

2.4 CAN commercial tools 
CAN tools are one of the biggest commercial areas related with CAN. This is mainly due to 

the fact that once the system is running there are very limited ways to know what is happening 

between different ECUs. Most of these tools are used for testing and verification with the 

need of a running hardware behind, although there are also some for analysis and data 

logging. 

 

Companies like Vector have a great spectrum of tools available, but even most automobile 

companies develop their own too. In addition simulation tools produced by MathWorks® [42] 

or National Instruments® [43] also offer Vehicle Network Toolboxes or even hardware for 

capturing the signals. 

 

A very interesting example is a software package developed by Vector named “CANoe Test 

Package VAG”. This “test package” extends the functionality of another Vector product 

“CANoe” to provide automated CAN conformance testing according to the VAG test 

specification VW80118 and VW80119 (NM-High). It requires a special hardware also 

provided by the same company [44]. As it can be seen in figure III-1, the tool chain used is 

somehow similar to our developed toolchain. Although they use different names, it also 

covers the main parts of our developed tool chain. It contains a “CAN database” and 

“Documentation” which is compared with “Source code” and “User Definition Models, and 

also some “Analysis tools” which in this case are grouped under a red box and finally 

“Outputs” or “Reports” to verify the analysis. 

 

 

Figure  V-1: CANoe Test Package VAG tool chain [55].  
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Part VI: METHOD DESCRIPTION – TOOL CHAIN 

This chapter describes the main part of our research; the method and tool chain. It consists of 

three main parts: Inputs, Process and Outputs. 

1. Tool chain 

We have developed an approach to facilitate the comparison between specifications and 

implementation by abstracting away the differences in coding styles in source code through 

automated processes such as parsing and pattern matching. 

As shown in Figure VI-1, this approach enables an engineer to produce high-level network 

models at source code level. 

The user must initially define a high-level network model and at least one Extraction Pattern. 

Using this information the Extraction Tool, will produce a Source Model. This Source Model 

together with High-level Network Model serve as inputs to the Analysis Tools. 

 

 

 
Figure VI-1: Graphical representation of the tool chain. 

1.1 Inputs 
In Figure VI-1, user-inputs are shown as light yellow colour boxes and further described in 

the section below. 

1.1.1 High-level Network Model 

A. Network Topology 
As automotive software systems are implemented through several distributed nodes 

networked with each other, it is necessary for any analysis in system level to have the network 

topology and put together the information retrieved from each node into a large picture and 

form a meaningful software architecture. The user is required to define the Network 

Topology, which must include: 

 Network buses and sub-buses involved in the system. 
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 Correspondence between CAN-controllers and network buses and sub-buses for every 

ECU. 

 Relation between logical and physical ECUs (note that these are dependent on each 

vehicle configuration). 

 

Examples 

As the first example, Figure VI-2 illustrates network topology of an imaginary truck, 

containing all the necessary information discussed above. As shown in the picture, the system 

consists of eleven physical ECUs. The COO is connected to three buses called red, yellow and 

green connected to CAN-controller 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The number beside each ECU 

represents the correspondent CAN-controller connection. In addition, note that the EEC and 

EMS are within a sub-network. The figure indications that GMS includes two logical ECUs 

called OPC5 and RET2. All other ECUs include only one logical ECU. 

  

 
Figure VI-2: Network topology of an imaginary truck. 

 

In this other case shown in Figure VI-3, we can notice that this imaginary truck does not have 

the GMS physical ECU. We also see that the functionality of the OPC5 has been implemented 

in COO, and therefore activated by means of the vehicle configuration. 

 

 
Figure VI-3: Network topology of an imaginary truck. 
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B. CAN Specifications of ECUs in the Network 
In addition to Network Topology related information, the user must include CAN 

specifications, for example transmitted and expected CAN messages, signals and their 

specific parameters for all ECUs. 

These specifications will be used to verify the correspondence between the extracted data 

from the source code and the specifications themselves. 

Automotive corporations usually have a specific department in charge of setting CAN 

specifications produced during the design process. In Scania for instance, the department 

responsible for this is called “RESA”, which has developed a software tool, called SESAMM 

Tool, which holds all CAN specifications used in the company. 

 

Apart from its use during correspondence testing, CAN specifications could be used during 

consistency analysis where we cannot extract the Source Model for outsourced network 

nodes. 

C. Vehicle Configurations (End-of-Line parameters) 
In automotive industry, usually, a reference software system is deployed on network nodes 

and then is configured in production line to satisfy the exact behaviour needed in its specific 

application. For instance an engine could be used in a bus, truck, boat, or as a standalone 

engine. What exact engine to be used, will be configured through End-of-Line (EOL) 

parameters during the production process. 

 

It is necessary to extract and have the vehicle configurations related to a node, to be able to do 

a proper consistency analysis. As you will see later, consistency analysis requires having a 

complete software architecture to be able to find inconsistencies.  

 

1.1.2 Extraction Pattern 
The final input provided by the user is the Extraction Pattern used to extract information from 

the source code. The Extraction Pattern includes: 

A. Source File Association 
Since the file and folder names are not always consistent within different departments and 

software versions, this information needs to be entered manually. This is mainly necessary for 

searching purposes and filtering out only the relevant source files. Having all the mentioned 

information, we can do a mapping between network nodes in the high-level model and the 

relevant source files. Figure VI-4 illustrates an example. 
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Figure VI-4: Source file association to network node and its CAN-controllers. 

B. Message and Signal Patterns 
CAN messages and signals configurations are usually defined in the form of several unified 

data structures. These data structures do not necessarily follow a common pattern and 

therefore the user must provide Message and Signal Patterns prior to the extraction process. 

Figure VI-5 illustrates an example for an arbitrary CAN message data structure implemented 

using C structs.  

 

 
 

 

Once the user defines that tCATX_MSG_STR is a message data structure used for storing 

transmitting messages configurations (CAN ID, pointer to included signal data structure, 

number of signals within the message, number of bytes of the message, the periodicity of the 

message and a pointer to a structure which holds additional information about the message), 

the Extraction Tool will be able to extract these relevant information and store them in the 

Source Model. 

 

Figure VI-6 illustrates a case where the Extraction Tool retrieves three CAN messages and 

their properties using the pattern defined in Figure VI-5. 

 

/* This data structure is used to store configuration of CAN messages         */ 
typedef struct 
{ 
    tU32 id_U32;                                 /* Can ID                    */ 
    tCATX_SIGNAL_STR const * const signals_pstr; /* Pointer to signal struct  */ 
    tU08 numOfSignals_U08;          /*   Number of signals in the message     */ 
    tU08 numOfBytes_U08;            /*   Number of bytes in the message       */ 
    tU16 periodTime_U16;            /*   Period time of the message           */ 
    tCATX_MSGDATA_STR * data_pstr;  /*   Pointer to MsgData                   */ 
}tCATX_MSG_STR; 

Figure VI-5: An arbitrary C struct  definition for CAN message configurations 
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Figure VI-6: A set of CAN message configurations stored using the C struct defined in  Figure VI-5 

 

C. Vehicle Configuration Patterns 
Finally, an analogous procedure to the previous case is done, for defining Vehicle 

Configuration Patterns. 

 

1.2 Process 

1.2.1 Extraction Tool 

A. Overview 

Extraction Tool is a data mining software application which takes in the source code related to 

networking software application, looks for the Extraction Patterns defined by the user, and 

forms a clean abstract Source Model of the source code correspondent to the High-level 

Network Model defined by the user. 

B. Tools used 
During our case study at Scania we used PHP 5.4.7 and MySQL 5.5.27 for the 

implementation of the Extraction Tool. P4PHP, the PHP interface to the Perforce API, was 

also employed to access the version control system used in Scania. 

 

PHP was preferred over other programming languages due to its extensive string functions, 

close relation with MySQL
2
, being open-source, strong and lively community of users and 

libraries. 

 

1.2.2 Analysis Tools 

A. Overview 

Once we have performed the extraction of all relevant information regarding network 

architecture from the source code and we have formed the Source Model, we can then 

proceed with analysis using Analysis Tools, explained further below. 

B. Tools used 

The main tool used in our case study to perform the analysis was Matlab 2012b. The data 

from SC and ST was both imported from comma separated value (csv) files. Each different 

parameter (for example, PGN, CAN ID, etc), was saved in a different Matlab variable (where 

each of these contained all the relevant information for all the messages in SC and in another 

variable for all the relevant information from ST; for example PGN_ST and PGN_SC will be 

two Matlab variable containing information relative to that parameter and that source of 

information). Additionally constructs of messages for each source of information where also 

                                                 
2
 The world's most widely used open source relational database management system (RDBMS) 
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defined. All this information was then saved for a unique VIN, making it easier to change 

context from different vehicles. 

C. Advantages and Disadvantages 
When choosing a tool some implications must be considered like the expertise of the 

developer in that tool as well as how appropriate is that tool regarding the problem you are 

trying to solve. Below are listed some advantages and disadvantages of choosing the 

mentioned tool for the analysis (in our case Matlab). 

 

Advantages 

 Scripting language; this implies focussing all the effort on the algorithms themselves. 

 Easy to manage versioning; for each different version or import of data, the context 

can be easily saved, loaded and modified. 

 Already implemented importing tools. 

 Many statistic tools and libraries available. 

 Prepared to deal with large amounts of data. 

 Quick and easy to code. 

 

Disadvantages 

 Not open source; license needed. 

 A specific IDE is needed. 

 Not thought for string analysis, although these could be considered as arrays. 

 

1.3 Outputs 
We can consider four possible outputs for the described tool chain. 

1.3.1 Conformance Testing 
Conformance testing is focused on determining if the model under examination meets some 

specifications: rules or requirements stated formally by a standard or other kind of 

documentation. In automotive industry, possible references to check compliance are: 

 

 Internal company design rules: Technical product data  - Requirements on CAN 

communication and ECU´s specification. 

 CAN and J1939 protocol specifications depending on the extent they have been 

adopted. 

 

1.3.2 Correspondence Testing 
Correspondence testing is performed by comparing the user defined High-level Network 

Model with the Source Model. We refer to convergences, divergences, and absences as 

comparison relations. Convergence is when a relation is found in both models; divergence is 

when a relation is only available in extracted source model; absence is when a relation is not 

found in the extracted source model, but exists in high-level network model [30].  

 

1.3.3 Consistency Analysis 
Consistency analysis is defined over the whole distributed system and can check 

interoperability of network nodes. For example, to detect transmitting signals which are not 

expected by any node on the network; and vice versa to detect expected signals which are not 

sent.  
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1.3.4 Recovered Model of Network Architecture 
The recovered network architecture model can be used by other software architecture 

recovery tools to form a complete system architecture. Refer to Part VIII: for a detail example 

of this application. 
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Part VII: CASE STUDY: SCANIA’s IMPLEMENTATION 

To showcase the strengths of our work and to learn more about the hidden challenges 

involved in our proposed approach, we have done number of investigation in Scania as a case 

study. To make our investigation not so complex, we have decided to apply our tool to a single 

produced truck and only CAN communications with J1939 protocol. 

1. High-level Network Model 

1.1 Network Topology 
Scania CAN network consists of three main buses which exist on every vehicle produced by 

Scania. Other buses and sub-buses may also exist in a vehicle, but we would not consider 

their existence for the sake of simplicity of our case study. 

 

We have based our investigation on one of the produced Scania trucks with chassis number 

2083201. Figure V-1 illustrates all the information required to define the Network Topology 

for this truck. 

 
Figure  VII-1: CAN Network Topology of a truck with chassis number 2083201. 

1.2 CAN Specifications of ECUs in the Network 
Scania uses a tool so called SESAMM Tool to manage CAN specifications in its CAN 

network. We have used this tool and extracted the relevant CAN specifications for our under 

investigation truck. A short description of the SESAMM Tool is as follows: 

1.2.1 SESAMM Tool 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

1.2.2 CAN Specifications of Sub-network ECUs 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

1.3 Vehicle Configurations (End-of-Line parameters) 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

2. Extraction Pattern 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 
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2.1 Source File Association 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

2.2 Message and Signal Pattern 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

2.2.1 Data Structures used for storing J1939 messages and signals 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

A. J1939 related Data Structures in the RE Implementation 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

2.2.2 Message Pattern 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

A. Message Pattern in the NE Implementation 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

B. Message Pattern in the RE Implementation 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

2.2.3 Signal Pattern 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

A. Signal Pattern in the NE Implementation 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

B. Signal Pattern in the RE Implementation 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

2.2.4 Vehicle Configuration Pattern in the NE Implementation 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

A. Message Gateway Pattern 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

B. Message Activation Pattern 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

2.2.5 Vehicle Configuration Pattern in the RE Implementation 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

2.3 Out-sourced ECUs 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 
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3. Analysis Tools 

It must be said that the purpose of this analysis are not to submit under a deep investigation 

the reliability of Scania’s CAN implementation, but rather just demonstrate the possibility of 

what can be achieved when applying Architecture Recovery techniques to implemented 

source code. 

3.1 Conformance Test 
In our case, there were two possible references that could be used in order to check their 

compliance: 

 

 Scania internal design rules: Technical product data  - Requirements CAN 

communication ECU´s specification. 

 CAN and J1939 protocol specifications (and their use in Scania). 

 

Given that the implementation of the protocol specifications where mostly meet by a broad 

non extensive inspection, we decided to focus on Scania internal rules. Before explaining 

further on the conformance testing performed, and in order to understand correctly the 

following rule, we must first present how the gateway mechanism works in Scania. 

 

Rule [45] : 

“ When a logical ECU receives a CAN message, manipulates the data in that message 

and send it out again, the message must get the source address of that logical ECU. 

However, if the message is not manipulated, i.e. The logical ECU performs a pure 

gateway function, the message keeps its original source address. ” 

 
Figure  VII-2: graphical explanation of the gateway use rule stated by Scania. 

In order to understand this rule, please see Figure V-5, while reading the explanation. An 

ECU receives a message. If this message is defined by the ECU that it must be redirected 

through a gateway, the message’s fields S.A. and D.A. are kept untouched. If on the contrary, 

the message is partially used or manipulated and then redirected to another CAN bus, the 

ECU must change the S.A. with its own, hence be defined as such in the transmitting 

messages files. 
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Consider the following scenario: there are five ECUs and three networks; two main buses, one 

connecting ECU A and the ECU COO (coordinator) denoted with a orange colour, and the red 

bus connecting COO with ECU B. The third and last bus if formed by ECUs B, C and D. 

A. Gateway example 1: 
In this example a CAN message, “m1” is defined with S.A. A and D.A. C. We will study it’s 

behaviour along this imaginary scenario and how different ECUs define and use this message. 

One must note that each ECU has a number of CAN controllers, one for each CAN bus which 

has access to. For each CAN controller, a receiving and a transmitting files are defined. These 

files are the ones parsed to obtain the information as close to the implementation as possible. 

 

 
Figure  VII-3: Network scenario of example 1; message m1, transmitted from ECU A, to ECU C. 

 

The message transmission along the network would behave in the following way: 

 

1. ECU A has m1 defined as a transmitting (TX) message (since it only contains one 

network controller, it only has defined one TX file). 

2. COO is expecting this message, thus it should be defined in the receiving (RX) 

message file of CAN controller 1 (yellow). 

3. Since COO in this case only works as a gateway, the message doesn’t need to be 

defined in the TX file of CAN controller 2, instead, when the message is defined in the 

RX file of COO it is there defined that it should be “gatewayed”. 

4. ECU B performs the equivalent operation of acting as a gateway. 

5. ECU C is expecting m1 and therefore it is defined in the RX message file. 

As we see in this example, a node defined in the main bus communicates with a node defined 

in a sub-bus. This is something found for example for famous sub-network-ECUs like 

Exhaust Emission Control system (EEC) under Engine Management System (EMS).  
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B. Gateway example 2: 
On this second example, with the same scenario as example 1 and represented in Figure V-7, 

we see how the message m2, defined as S.A. “C” (from a sub-network) and D.A. “A” (from a 

main-network), will  be used along different ECUs TX and RX files of the network. 

 

 
Figure  VII-4: Network scenario of example 2; message m2, transmitted from ECU C, to ECU A. 

Based on Scania design rules, sub-network ECUs are not allowed to directly communicate 

with main-network ECUs. To make the users independent of the functionality of each ECU, 

they must communicate using a main-network address, in this case: “B”. Since the S.A. is 

modified, the modified version of the message must be defined in the TX file of the 

corresponding CAN controller and now called “m3”. COO in this case also works purely as a 

gateway. Finally ECU A will receive the expected m3 message. 

 

C. Tests 
There are four specific tests performed for transmitting and receiving messages, which are: 

 Transmitting messages should use their own S.A.** 

 Receiving messages should use its own D.A.* 

 S.A. and D.A. should be defined. 

 S.A. and D.A. shouldn’t be the same. 

 

*with exception of gateway-messages as explained further above. 

** this rule can be broken if the logical ECU has no physical ECU, hence it must be allocated 

somewhere. Anyhow another rule states that: “A logical node (‘source address’) in a vehicle 

individual shall only be executed in one physical ECU”. Meaning that in the case of a 

configuration which a logical ECU has a physical ECU, it shall use it’s own physical ECU 

only. The problem is that to determine each vehicle configuration we must know the End Of 

Line (EOL) parameters.  
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3.2 Correspondence 
The correspondence analysis if performed comparing the message information obtained from 

the source code (S.C.) and the information defined by SESAMM Tool (S.T.). As mentioned 

earlier, information in the format of S.C. is not always available. Either because the ECU is 

not developed, or because the software version for that given VIN is not available. In 

addition, S.T. only contains information regarding the ECUs available on the main CAN 

buses with some expectations. This will make it impossible to perform a complete analysis. 

 

A. Analysis 
This consists on taking messages defined in S.C. and looking for them in S.T. to see if they 

are defined. Messages are defined as a set of parameters containing the following fields: 

 

Parameter Description Type Example 

EcuTx Transmitting ECU name (S.A.) String GMS 

PGN Parameter Group Number Number (dec) 65441 

EcuRx Receiving ECU name (D.A.) Number (hex) Global 

CanId CAN Identifier String 0x18FFA103 

PG_Prio Parameter Group Priority Number (dec) 6 

ECU_parsed ECU which corresponds to the file parsed. String GMS 

Rx_or_Tx 
If the file parsed is Receiver (RX) or Transmitter 

(TX) 
‘RX’ or ‘TX’ TX 

Period The period in milliseconds Number (dec) 60 

Comment Any code comment (if there is) String - 

Gateway 
The number of the gateway controller, if defined as 

gateway. 
Number NaN 

Table VII-1: Information available regarding a CAN message, obtained from SC and used for analysis. 

 

3.3 Consistency Analysis 
In our implemented consistency analysis we investigate the “logic” of message 

communication. We mainly check two things: 

 if the messages transmitted are expected (defined in a receiving controller file of an 

ECU); and 

 if the messages received are being transmitted (defined in a transmitting controller file 

of an ECU). 

In both cases, we check for consistency messages in parsed ECUs (S.C. if available) and in 

S.T. information. 
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Part VIII: CHANGE REQUEST: Fuel Rate CAN Signal 

This is an example of a “Change Request” ordered from the RESA department. It proposes a 

problem where a further optimization of the system must be done. This is another potential 

use of our tool chain and therefore we describe here the relevant work done. 

1.1 Description 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

1.2 Architecture Recovery Steps: 
First we defined the high-level network model which includes: network topology, vehicle 

configuration and CAN specification. Secondly, we define the mapping, which includes 

source file association, message and signal patterns and vehicle configuration patterns. Finally 

we can then obtain the source model of the system and recover the system architecture. Due to 

the limitations of our extraction tools we didn’t consider vehicle configurations for this study 

case, although for this case we manually checked that no further considerations where needed 

for this specific signal. 

 

The information obtained was manually contrasted against the specifications available. This 

was done for two reasons. First we wanted to check the reliability of our tool chain and verify 

the consistency with the specifications. Secondly, since the software wasn’t available for all 

the ECUs involved, (some ECUs are bought and therefore we have no access to the source 

code), we wanted to have the complete picture of the system. On the other hand, there is no 

possibility to make any alterations to this software anyway, which is the final goal of the 

Change Request, hence it doesn’t have any real implications in the problem. 

1.3 Message information 
When tracking the high-level variable name “vsen_ux_fuelRate_S16” we ended up finding 

that this variable corresponded to a signal within the following message: 

 

[EMS] --- 0x18FEF200 ---> [Global] 

 

The figure shown below graphically represents where is this signal used and how. Each box 

represents an ECU who’s colour matches with the CAN bus it belongs to (except for the COO 

which has can controllers and all three main buses). The orange rectangles represent external 

interfaces. In addition, the border of each box (ECU) or rectangle (external interface) is 

coded; a solid thin line represents a receiving ECU, a solid thick line represents the 

transmitter ECU and the dashed line represents gateway ECUs. The arrows represent the 

direction the message flow takes over the system. 
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Figure  VIII-1: CAN information regarding message "FuelEconomy". 

1.4 Signal info: 
The signal under study forms part of the “FuelEconomy” message. The Table VIII-1, shown 

below describes some further details of the signals that form part of that message. We were 

only interested in “FuelRate”. 

 
Signal Message Startbit Lenght (bit) 

ThrottlePosition FuelEconomy 48 8 

FuelRate FuelEconomy 0 16 

InstantaneousFuelEconomy FuelEconomy 16 16 

AverageFuelEconomy FuelEconomy 32 16 

Table VIII-1: FuelEconomy message signal information. 

1.5 Contribution 
This information and other detailed information regarding signals involved in the process of 

calculating the information necessary to evaluate the measurements required for the Euro VI 

emission standards, and used in the context of the “ESPRESSO Project”. In addition this 

information was used to see what ECUs will be affected by any changes the introduction of 

the low pass filter could bring in. In this way one could trace dataflow between connected 

ECUs via CAN bus; different high application variables will communicate their way down 

through the software architecture and then use signals within a CAN message up to other 

ECU, where the reverse process will be done. 
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Figure  VIII-2: ESPRESSO Project screenshot. 

Above we can see in Figure  VIII-2: ESPRESSO Project screenshot., a screenshot of one of 

the possible views the ESPRESSO Project demonstration. The interface was developed by 

two master thesis students, O. Chammam and A. Zamouche, and the internal dataflow 

(Functional architecture) views done by another master thesis student O. Molin (not shown in 

Figure  VIII-2: ESPRESSO Project screenshot.). 

This first part of the Change Request project intended to only visualize which components 

will be involved at different levels of the software architecture. In our case we centred in the 

CAN communication interface between ECUs. No further modifications or alterations where 

done since this is responsibility of designers and architects.  
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Part IX: RESULTS 

This Results section reveals some of the possible outcomes obtained from the three kind of 

analysis performed: conformance testing of rules, comparison between implementation and 

specifications and consistency analysis of implemented code between different ECUs. These 

results do not try to solve any particular issue in depth but rather demonstrate the potential 

the concept of our approach.  

1. Analysis Results 

The results for all three analysis are given in the format of a simple HTML file auto generated 

by a script programmed in Matlab. Each analysis was performed for a given VIN. In this way 

the results could be viewed with any browser and studied after the tests where run without the 

need of servers, external programs or any kind of execution. The Figure VII-1 below is an 

example of the appearance the results will have. 

 

 
Figure  IX-1: Screenshot of part of the results window analysis. 
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Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

1.1 Conformance 

A. Overview and Challenges 
Conformance testing in the context of CAN communication protocol, is responsible for 

checking if the message and signal definitions are following the protocol specifications. We 

must remember that on top of this layer, automotive companies might follow a particular 

adaption of the J1939 protocol, hence those “rules” should be considered. 

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

As a proof of concept we perform four kinds of conformance tests: 

 Transmitting messages don’t use their own source address. 

 Receiving messages don’t use their own destination address. 

 Source address or Destination address used is not defined or found. 

 Source address and Destination address used are the same. 

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

Not having access to the specifications of all ECUs, made tracking of the ECUs that we had 

access to their source code very difficult and we had to manually one by one investigate all 

possible addresses and their association to each ECU. This information didn’t have a 

consistent format or location and it varied from time to time.  

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

B. Examples 
Below are some examples of the kind of results we could obtain for conformance testing: 

Example 1: 
 [EEC] --- 0x18FECA3D ---> [Global] 

 

The message with source address S.A. ECC and destination address D.A. Global (broadcast). 

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

Example 2: 
 [GMS] --- 0x18FECA03 ---> [Global] 

 

The message with S.A. GMS and D.A. Global. 

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

Example 3: 
 [CTS] --- 0x18FECA03 ---> [VGT] 

 

The message with S.A. CTS and D.A. VGT. 

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 
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1.2 Correspondence 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

A. Overview 
One of the greatest challenges in this kind of analysis is trying to correctly compare 

corresponding information. This involves selecting the correct ST data that corresponds to the 

version used for a given VIN. 

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

B. Example 
Example results are shown below: 

 

NOT Found in ST: GMS 

TX: GMS 

[HMS]--- 0x0CFF43EF --->[Global]  

  ECU Tx : HMS 

  PGN : 65347 

  ECU Rx : Global 

  CanId : 0x0CFF43EF 

  Priority : 3 

  ECU Parsed : GMS 

  Rx or Tx : TX 

  Comment : # (HPUCCP) # (MGUCTRL1) # HYB 

[HMS]--- 0x18FF38EF --->[Global]  

[HMS]--- 0x18FF48EF --->[Global]  

 

RX: GMS 

[MGU]--- 0x0CFF44F0 --->[Global]  

[BMU]--- 0x18FF3AF3 --->[Global]  

[BMU]--- 0x18FF3BF3 --->[Global]  

[BMU]--- 0x18FF3CF3 --->[Global]  

 

This is an example of a list of messages from GMS defined in source code but not found in 

ST. The first one shows detailed information about the message itself (only displayed for the 

first message of the list as an example). 

 

C. Possible causes of incorrect mismatches 
 

After a deep investigation over many different examples and talking with many different 

employees of Scania, here we resume possible reasons of why some messages could be 

misinterpreted as “not found”: 

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

javascript:ReverseDisplay('canid_tx_onlySCTX1_2')
javascript:ReverseDisplay('canid_tx_onlySCTX2_2')
javascript:ReverseDisplay('canid_tx_onlySCTX3_2')
javascript:ReverseDisplay('canid_rx_onlySCTX1_2')
javascript:ReverseDisplay('canid_rx_onlySCTX2_2')
javascript:ReverseDisplay('canid_rx_onlySCTX3_2')
javascript:ReverseDisplay('canid_rx_onlySCTX4_2')
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D. Information format comparison 
When comparing two different sources of information, one not only has to check that the 

comparison is done between elements that represent the same information (versions, SOPs, 

VINs, etc) but also that the parameters extracted are the same. 

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

Below  is revealing information about the parameters that potentially could be extracted from 

the CAN database, their relevance from Scania’s point of view (having our supervisor and 

some meetings with other Scania employees as a reference) and if this information can be 

extracted from the source code. 

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

1.3 Consistency 
The consistency analysis tries to logically verify if the messages transmitted are expected by 

any ECU in SC and in ST, and if the received messages are transmitted by any ECU in SC 

and ST. This analysis can be considered as trying to extract the “Transmitters” and 

“Receivers” information available in ST only manually as explained in the section above.  

A. Overview 
On Figure VII-6 shown below, we can observe part of a screenshot of the information 

displayed in the analysis results of the consistency analysis. The information is displayed in 

the form of a table in a html file which is automatically generated for a given VIN. 

 

There are two main parts of information shown. To the left in blue, information regarding the 

messages under analysis; and to the right in black (and the colour coded block) the results 

obtained. 

 

So for example, the fourth line shown in the figure, the message 

 

 [TCO] --- 0x0CFE6CEE ---> [Global] 

 

(shown in the third column) is parsed in the COO (first column) and found in the TX file 

(second column). Since all this information is regarding the subject under analysis, the 

information is shown in blue as mentioned before. 

 

To the right there are three columns; the first, with title “Found in RX SC?”, reveals if that 

specific message was found in any receiving file of the SC (since the message is defined in 

the TX file); the second column, with title “Found in RX ST?” shows the exact same 

information but regarding ST. As we can see in this case, since it is defined in the SC once in 

a TX file and two times in two RX files, we find it in ST three times (which makes sense). 

Finally the rightmost column gives a graphical representation of the “findings” of that 

message: the green colour means that that messages is found at least once in SC and ST, in 

yellow that the message is found either in ST or SC and in red if the message is not found 

neither in SC or ST. 
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Figure  IX-2: of an example of consistency analysis results. 

 

B. Challenges 
When performing consistency analysis, we faced many challenges that made the analysis 

incomplete and therefore not useful. Completeness is a key aspect for this kind of analysis 

since its main interest is to observe which ECUs that are listed in ST as receivers or 

transmitter are not in SC. 

 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 
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Part X: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A discussion of the potential applications and tool chain considerations of the work 

presented. Additionally, conclusions drawn are presented. 

1. Discussion 

1.1 Potential Applications 
Architecture recovery methods are traditionally being applied to standalone software systems. 

Although there are many advantages, this approach is still not a common practice in 

automotive industry. With our work we try to close this gap, with the intention to bring the 

advantages that architecture recovery technique has but inevitably also its challenges. 

 

Our approach could be used to verify the implementation of CAN messages and signals in 

earlier development life cycle stages. In Scania for instance, the verification of messages and 

signals, does not take place until a final version of the product has been completed. Possible 

benefits of our alternative approach, could include immediate error correction at development 

stages, and with the additional use of hybrid approaches and guided testing could decrease the 

workload during the testing phase
3
. All this will result in a positive economic impact for the 

company, due to a better use of its resources.  

 

In Scania, the testing facilities, called “ILAB”, are doing extensive tests taking a lot of time 

and resources. The tester needs to run each test several times covering all possible ECU 

configurations. This process could be enhanced by introducing a hybrid approach which 

involves our work with the actual ILAB work, resulting on more efficient test cases. 

 

Society is becoming more aware of the importance of safety and environmental issues 

involved with heavy-duty transport. As a result new regulations push the transport industry 

into new challenges, which imply constant changes in the system design. In Scania, these 

modifications are formally presented as “Change Request (CR)” cases. Additionally, the 

understanding of the complex systems is a demanding task that entry-level engineers or any 

engineer working with an unknown software architecture faces with. 

 

Before applying any change to a complex architecture, it is paramount to have a fair 

understanding of the system itself and the possible implications any modification could have. 

In consequence, another potential use of our work could be help in the study of the 

implication that modifications may have in the system, understanding of the system and 

tracking of changes. 

 

Moreover, an additional use of this approach is to produce new documentation based on the 

actual implementation. For instance in RESA, architect department of Scania doesn’t  

currently cover all sub-network node information.  

 

Finally, it is needed to fill the gap between specifications and source code to facilitate the 

process of requirement traceability, and our proposed approach can assist in this matter as 

well. 

                                                 
3
 We refer to the testing phase during the verification process of the V model. 
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1.2 Tool chain Considerations 

A. Scalability 
The most limiting factor of scalability in our approach is within the Extraction Tool and 

Patterns. The reason behind, is that the Extraction Tool depends entirely on textual pattern 

matching and extraction of information. Consequently, if the implementation is execution-

time dependant and implemented in a way that pattern matching cannot be applied, parsing 

will not be possible from a static point of view. 

B. Reliability 
After applying our approach to two real world, large and complex case studies, we manually 

compared the outputs of our tools with the company’s specifications. The outcome revealed 

that given proper Extraction Patterns, the results obtained were reliable and interesting for the 

engineers. 

C. Validity 
Due to the limitation of time during our thesis work, we have sufficed to randomly test 

different parts of our tool during its development process. Since our work tried to be used as a 

proof of concept, the validity of our results were not the most important aspect. It is suggested 

to investigate the validity of the tool more extensively if it is aimed to be applied to critical 

problems. 

D. Risks 
Since our approach relies heavily on information retrieval using textual patterns, there is some 

risks in using our tool. The ability to trace back from the retrieved information to the source 

code position where it was found gives the user the ability to verify the strange cases and 

thereby reduce the risks. 

E. Maintenance 
We have tried to separate the variant parts of our tool chain, Extraction Pattern and Extraction 

Tool, from the Analysis Tools using a well-defined interface between the two parts. This will 

make both tools independent from different coding styles and languages used in source code. 

2. Conclusions 

We have proposed an automotive domain-specific tool chain for network architecture 

recovery. During our work, we have discovered a great number of applications of this 

discipline that could be of help in the automotive industry and bring advantages to companies 

such as Scania. 

Most important applications include: aid in verification and validation processes, increasing 

the overall safety of produced vehicles; early error detection, hence efficiency boost by 

lowering workload of testing departments; facilitate engineers with system understanding; and 

help in investigations regarding change requests or system modifications. 

It is important to highlight that our approach does not conflict with the common work 

methodology in industry based on the V-model, but rather complements it.   

On the other hand, this comes with some drawbacks. It is very common to see different 

coding styles in large and complex systems. With this approach a different Extraction Pattern 

and sometimes Extraction Tool is required for each coding style, increasing the complexity. In 

addition, only static behaviour is considered, leaving out dynamic information. 
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We have only scratched the surface of the possible analysis that could be done. Given the 

increasing demand for safety in nowadays automotive industry, and as a result the challenges 

the engineers face in dealing with complex software systems, we believe our approach has the 

potential to offer deeper and more interesting results. 
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Part XI: FUTURE WORK AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this chapter we present future work and suggestions to Scania in order to overcome the 

challenges faced over our work. 

1. Future work 

Here are some point to be consider for future work: 

A. Information Extraction  

As discussed in earlier chapters, we faced some challenges during the information extraction 

process. For instance, conditional statements in EOL parameters in NE department software 

and bitwise operations in signal definitions in RE department software. We foresee these 

challenges to be common and not unique for Scania. This implies considering more powerful 

information extraction techniques.  

B. Further Analysis Tools 
This aspect of the work is very open. Different companies and departments can develop 

analysis tools based on their needs. For example: 

 Verify feasibility of a new CAN configuration for a customized truck order. 

 Maintenance of produced trucks and old ECU software replacement and study of 

compatibility issues during aftermarket services. 

 Timing analysis able to calculate the worst-case CAN busload. This is helpful where 

engineers want to add a new CAN message to a bus and are not sure if there is space 

available. 

C. Further Automation of the Tool Chain 
In case of definition of Network Topology, CAN Specification of ECUs in the Network, 

Vehicle Configuration and Source File Association, currently, considerable amount of manual 

work is needed in order to provide and prepare these input information to our tool chain. The 

automation of these processes are within reach and particularly requires access permission to 

the relevant data sources, which we did not have for the sake of our thesis project. 

D. User Interface 

It is desirable to use more intuitive and interactive data representation that rely on network 

graphs rather than traditional text and table based reports.  

2. Recommendation to Scania 

A. Coding Style 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

B. SESAMM Tool Export 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

C. Vehicle Configurations 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

D. Sub-networks 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 
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Part XIII: APPENDIX 

1. ISO 26262 Background 

1.1.1 Overview 

ISO 26262 is a functional safety standard specially developed for the automobile industry. It 

covers all the phases of a product, from specification, design and implementation to 

verification validation and product release. It is mainly focused on the functional safety of 

automotive equipment with emphasis on electric and electronic safety-related systems. It is an 

adaption from the Functional Safety standard IEC 61508, which wasn’t initially designed for 

the automobile industry. The ISO 26262 standard was first published in November 2011 and 

implemented by the end of January 2012 [46] for automobiles with a maximum gross weight 

of 3500kg. This clearly leaves out heavy-duty vehicles as those developed in Scania, but a 

very similar standard adaptation is believed to come for such heavy vehicles, thus companies 

like Scania are preparing their systems for a smooth adaption. 

 

1.1.2 Sections 
The standard is divided into 10 different sections [47]: 

1. Vocabulary 

2. Management of Functional Safety 

3. Concept phase 

4. Product development: system level 

5. Product development: hardware level 

6. Product development: software level 

7. Product and operation 

8. Supporting processes 

9. ASIL-oriented and safety analysis 

10. Guideline on ISO26262 (informative) 

 

Core 

processes 

 

 

1.1.3 Requirement Definition Process 
The core process starts with the concept phase [48]: 

1) We must first start with the item definition: A system or array of systems to implement 

a function at the vehicle level to which ISO 26262 is applied by: 

a. Specifying the use and functionality. 

b. Specify non-functional requirements. 

2) Secondly, and based on the item definition, the Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment 

(HARA) is done. It’s main goal of the risk assessment is, other than assess risk, be 

able to compare it to a public acceptable tolerable risk and define measures to reduce 

this risk (usually called safety Integrity Level: Automotive Safety Integrity Level – 

ASIL). 

3) Based on the work done previously, we define Safety Goals and Safe States. To do so, 

we must classify the results using Severity, Exposure and Controllability as metrics 

(see example below). 

4) Finally and based on the safety goals and safe states, the functional safety 

requirements are derived and allocated to the items or system architecture. 
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Example [48]: the following tables explain the different levels of Severity, Exposure and 

Controllability with a simple example. 

 

Severity (S): 

This parameter estimates the extent of harm to one or more individuals that can occur in a 

potentially hazardous situation, see Table XIII-1. 

 

 S1 S2 S3 

Description Light and moderate 

injuries 

Severe injuries, possibly life 

threatening, survival 

probable 

Life-threatening injuries 

(survival uncertain) or 

fatal injuries 

Examples Collision with tree <20 

km/hr 

Collision with tree 20 - 40  

km/hr 

Collision with tree >40 

km/hr 
Table XIII-1: Severity levels and examples. 

Exposure (E): 

State of being in an operational situation that can be hazardous if concurrent with the failure 

mode under analysis, seeTable XIII-2. 

 

 E1 E2 E3 E4 

Duration - 
<1% of operating 

time 

1-10% of operating 

time 

>10% operating 

time 

Frequency 
Occur less once a 

year 

Situation that 

occurs few times a 

year 

Situation that 

occurs once a 

month 

Situation at occur in 

almost every drive 

Examples 
Driving downhill 

with engine off 

Driving on 

unsecured steep 

slope 

Slippery roads Braking 

Table XIII-2: Exposure levels and examples. 

Controllability (C): 

Parameter that tries to measure the ability to avoid a specific harm or damage during the time 

reactions of individuals involved, see Table XIII-3. 

 
 C1 C2 C3 

Description Simply controllable Normally controllable 
Difficult to control or 

Uncontrollable 

Definition 
All driver will be able to 

avoid it 

90% of the drivers are able 

to avoid it 

<90% of drivers are able to 

avoid it 

Examples 
Starting a vehicle with 

locked steering 

Stop vehicle in case of 

light failure 
Loss of break 

Table XIII-3: Controlability levels and examples. 

 

1.1.4 ASIL Determination 
Four ASIL levels are defined: ASIL A, ASIL B, ASIL C and ASIL D, where ASIL A is the 

lowest safety integrity level and ASIL D the highest one. In addition, the class QM (quality 

management) denotes no requirement to comply with ISO 26262. In order to determine the 

ASIL level for each hazardous event we must rely on the combination of severity, probability 

of exposure and controllability of each of the hazardous events as shown in Table 0-4 [49]. 
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Severity class Probability class 
Controllability class 

C1 C2 C3 

S1 

E1 QM QM QM 

E2 QM QM QM 

E3 QM QM A 

E4 QM A B 

S2 

E1 QM QM QM 

E2 QM QM A 

E3 QM A B 

E4 A B C 

S3 

E1 QM QM A 

E2 QM A B 

E3 A B C 

Table XIII-4: ASIL determination based on severity, probability of exposure and controllability of a hazardous event. 

2. ISO 26262 Case Study: Requirement Allocation and 
Implementation 

The subject under study is the CAN Bus Communication Interface (CBCI). This consists on 

all the software modules responsible for CAN communication between the hardware 

controller interface and the Real Time Database (RTDB) and its further use in higher 

abstraction level: application layer. 

2.1 Safety Element out of Context 

Since the CBCI is not developed for a single and specific use, or User Function (UF), it is 

therefore considered by the ISO 26262 standard a Safety Element out of Context (SEooC). 

Concerning the standard, the definition given is the following [50]: 

 A SEooC is a safety-related element which is not developed for a specific item.  

 A SEooC is never an item. 

 A SEooC can be a system, a subsystem, a software component, or a hardware 

component or part. 

 A SEooC cannot be an item, because in the case the SEooC is a system, this system is 

not integrated into the context of a particular vehicle and therefore it is not an item. 

 Examples of SEooC include system controllers, ECUs, microcontrollers, software 

implementing a communication protocol, AUTOSAR application software modules 

and AUTOSAR basic software modules As such some special conditions must be 

applied. 

As such some special conditions must be applied. This kind of components in which are 

developed for no specific item have in consequence no specific security objectives defined. 

Since the applicable safety requirements are not known, assumptions must be made. It is for 

this reason that the common approach described previously (1.1.3 Requirement Definition 

Process), cannot be followed strictly. 

Regarding the standard, it states that the development of a SEooC involves making 

assumptions although it might not be necessary for all prerequisites. In addition, if the SEooC 
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is already developed, it must be consistent with the requirements in the context where it is 

used. 

3. Item Definition 

3.1 CAN Bus Communication Interface (CBCI) 
Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

4. Assumptions: 

This section includes external assumptions to have into account as the standard ISO 26262 

regards. They are divided into two types: 

1. Assumptions on the scope of the software SEooC 

a. The software SEooC shall be integrated in a given software layered architecture. 

b. Any potential interferences caused by the software SEooC shall be detected and 

handled by its environment. 

c. The software SEooC shall provide the following functions: list of the functional 

software requirements. See Figure 0-2 with dependencies. 

2. Assumptions on the safety requirements of the software SEooC 

a. The external architecture is in charge in detecting low level: 

i. input data corruption 

ii. frame errors 

iii. safety mechanisms 

1. CRC 

2. ACK 

3. bit stuffing 

4. bit monitoring 

5. inter-frame space 

b. All these shall be managed by lower level software architecture modules. 

 
Figure XIII-1: Lower level dependencies of “cant” (the lowest module of the CBCI architecture). 
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5. Requirements: 

The requirements deduced can be classified into two groups: safety requirements and 

functional requirements. 

5.1 Safety Requirements: 
CBCI-SR.1 / Time constraints: 

CBCI shall work according to some time constraints: 

i) Timeout check of received messages 

ii) Triggering timeout messages on event 
 

CBCI-SR.2 / Situation analysis: 

CBCI shall be able to monitor the bus status. 

CBCI-SR.3 / Hardware inspection: 

CBCI shall be able to perform hardware and software diagnostics, such as: 

i) Enable and disable hardware test mode to retrieve information 

ii) Enable and disable CAN transmission modes (normal, diagnostics, only gateway) 

iii) Tests regarding CAN RAM 
 

5.2 Functional Requirements: 
CBCI-FR.1 / Situation configuration: 

CBCI shall be able to modify the controller configuration of the bus: 

i) Set overflow limit queue parameter 

ii) Set baudrate parameter 

iii) Set interrupt priority parameter 

iv) Enable and disable CAN module 

v) CAN channel setup 

CBCI-FR.2 / Network configuration: 

CBCI shall be able to modify the logic in the network configuration. Operations shall 

include: 

i) Node network initialization, creation and association 
 

CBCI-FR.3 / Queue operations: 

CBCI shall be able to manage incoming and outgoing messages queues. Functionalities 

involve:  

i) Check for free space in the transmitting queue 

ii) Check for pending messages in the receiving queue 

iii) Check for number of stored and free elements in a queue 

iv) Move, mask, add and remove elements of a queue 

v) Move queue messages to memory allocations 

vi) Control size, baudrate and state of message in a queue 
 

CBCI-FR.4 / Message format: 

CBCI shall be able to: 

i) encode; and  

ii) decode 

messages given from and to higher architectural layers such as RTDB, using the 

appropriate format rules regarding CAN and J1939 protocols. As well as: 

iii) manage multi-package formatting 
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6. Requirement Association 

6.1 Table representation of requirement allocation 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 

6.2 Matrix representation of requirement allocation 

Removed from the report due to confidentiality agreement with Scania. 

 


